The Effects of Sustained Inspiration and Expiration on Heart Rate to Elucidate the Physical Mechanics of Respiratory Sinus Arrhythmia
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ABSTRACT
This study investigated the physical effects of the respiratory cycle on heart rate by exaggerating the conditions under which Respiratory Sinus Arrhythmia (RSA) occurs. The objective was to determine the effect of these exaggerated conditions on RR interval and consequently heart rate. Four healthy subjects, 2 male and 2 females ranging in age from 22 to 43 took maximum inspiration, held it for 15 seconds and maximum expiration and held for similar time while breathing through a spirometer flow head. Each treatment was repeated over 5 different days with 5 replicates each time on each subject and Heart Rate (HR) was monitored through a plethysmograph placed on the volar surface of the subject’s middle finger. There was a significant difference in the longest RR interval during normal breathing versus the longest RR interval during expire-hold or inspire-hold treatments; P values ranged from P < 0.05 to P < 0.0000001. A significant difference in maximum HR during normal breathing versus maximum HR during expire-hold or inspire-hold treatments was also observed; P values ranged from P < 0.02 to P < 0.000001. During sustained maximum expiration there was a significant decrease in the RR Interval and thus significant increase in HR, the opposite of what happens during regular expiration; P values ranged from P < 0.05 to P < 0.0001. Maximum sustained inspiration does indeed significantly amplify RSA compared to normal breathing. However, maximum sustained expiration significantly reversed RSA observed during normal breathing expiration.

Introduction
It is well established that heart rate variability in synchrony with the respiratory cycle, known as Respiratory Sinus Arrhythmia (RSA), is regulated through cardiac vagal control [1-5]. Since RSA is observed among all vertebrates throughout evolution [6], it is indicative that RSA plays an intrinsic physiological role [1]. This has been shown to optimize the exchange of gases in lung alveoli by matching lung perfusion (blood flow to the lungs) with ventilation [7,8]. Even with the extensive studies of heart rate variability spanning over more than 30 years not everything concerning RSA is well understood including its physiological origins. However, the importance of heart rate variability is not in question as indicated by the correlation between decreased heart rate variability with higher morbidity and mortality in many conditions such as heart disease and fetal distress [5] and in fact from all conditions including cancer as demonstrated by Dekker and coworkers [9].

The time between 2 adjacent R waves on an Electrocardiogram’s (ECG) QRS complex is referred to as the RR Interval which is the time it takes for one heartbeat to occur is used to calculate Heart Rate (HR). In healthy individuals RSA is demonstrated by shortened RR Intervals (higher HR) during inspiration and longer RR Intervals (lower HR) during expiration [2-10]. This phenomenon, RSA, has largely been shown to be an indicator of or at least is controlled by cardiac vagal tone [11,12]. Despite many years of study there are still aspect about RSA that are not well understood which by itself indicates that there are many physiological factors interacting in complex ways that influence RSA.
During inspiration thoracic pressure decreases below atmospheric pressure and air rushes into the lungs and the opposite happens during expiration so that air is forced out of the lungs. When thoracic pressure falls below atmospheric pressure by 5 mm Hg during inspiration a pressure gradient between veins in the lower limbs subject to atmospheric pressure and the thoracic inferior vena cava exists which facilitates venous return to the right atrium of the heart, a phenomenon dubbed the ‘respiratory pump’ [13]. By virtue of the location of the heart in the thoracic cavity, surely the ability of the heart to expand during ventricular filling and contract during ventricular emptying (and thus RR Interval and consequently HR) must be subject to the alternating sub-atmospheric pressure (during inspiration) and supra-atmospheric pressure (during expiration). Therefore, the focus of our study is to investigate if indeed HR increases during inspiration when the heart is exposed to sub-atmospheric pressure and decreases during expiration when the heart is exposed to supra-atmospheric pressure.

Hypothesis 1: Inspiration

During maximum inspiration the pressure in the thoracic cavity is at its lowest sub-atmospheric level and therefore exerts much less compression around the heart resulting in shorter RR intervals and thus faster heart rate.

Hypothesis 2: Expiration

During maximum expiration the pressure in the thoracic cavity is at its highest supra-atmospheric level and therefore exerts much more compression around the heart resulting in longer RR intervals and thus slower heart rate.

Materials and Methods

Subjects

Four subjects, 2 male and 2 females ranging in age from 22 to 43 participated in this study. All 4 subjects were healthy, on normal regular diets, engaged in physical activity from 2 to 7 times per week, used alcohol occasionally on social events, and only 1 male subject smoked the occasional cigar while the other 3 were non-smoking. None of the subjects used recreational drugs and their Body Mass Indices (BMI) ranged from 20.5 to 31.9. The BMI of 3 subjects was below 25 while that of the remaining one subject was above 30.

Equipment and Setup

The I Worx Teaching Assistant (IXTA) data acquisition unit was connected to a personal computer using a USB cable after the unit was connected to a power outlet and switched on. The A-FH-300L spirometer flow-head was also connected to the IXTA data acquisition device together with the plethysmograph-104 (PT-104). Disposable mouthpieces were used to cover the flow-head for each subject. The LabScribe 3 software which was pre-installed on the personal computer was used to operate the IXTA data acquisition unit.

Procedure

Subjects were instructed to sit still and quietly and were given time to get accustomed to breathing normally through the flow-head before experimental trials were performed. The plethysmograph was placed on the volar surface of the subject’s middle finger. Before starting each experiment trials, the flow-head was calibrated to zero airflow by placing the flow-head with the mouthpiece attached laterally at the level of the mouth to prevent any air from the nose or mouth entering the flow-head. This position was held for 15 seconds before the subject was asked to begin breathing normally through the flow-head for at least 8 – 10 breaths.

Maximum Inspiration

After 8 – 10 breaths through the spirometer flow-head, the subject inspired deeply until inspiratory capacity (IC) was attained and held their breath for 10 seconds. After holding their breath for 15 seconds the subject expired the total IC volume and resumed breathing normally for another 8 – 10 breaths before stopping. This procedure was repeated 5 times on different days so that 5 trials were recorded for each subject on each day over the 5 days.

Maximum Expiration

After 8 – 10 breaths through the spirometer flow-head, the subject expired maximally until only residual volume (RV) remained in the lungs and held their breath for 15 seconds. After holding their breath for 15 seconds the subject inspired the total expired volume (tidal volume + expiratory reserve volume) and resumed breathing normally for another 8 – 10 breaths before stopping. This procedure was repeated 5 times on different days so that 5 trials were recorded for each subject on each day over the 5 days.

Data Analyses

The display time on the multi-channel (Pulse, Airflow, Lung Volumes, and HR tracings) display was adjusted so that the Lung Volume tracing included a segment of 3-5 cycles of normal breathing, the whole 15-second segment of Inspire-Hold/Expire-Hold treatment, and 3-5 cycles of normal breathing after the treatment segment as shown in Figure 4.

The top 2 RR Intervals (Pulse channel) and the corresponding HR (Heart Rate channel) were recorded for the normal breathing segment and Inspire-Hold/Expire-Hold treatment segment to determine the maximum effect on these variables for each trial.

The Minimum, Maximum, and Mean HR over 15 seconds of the normal breathing segment and 15 seconds of the Inspire-Hold/Expire-Hold treatment segment were recorded for each trial. The values for the variables were taken from the Heart Rate channel.

Statistical Analysis

The experiment was performed on 4 subjects with 5 trials ran for each of the 5 replicates which were done on different days. A single factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to analyze these
data statistically. Single factor ANOVA was used to perform a simple analysis of variance on data for the 4 subjects in this experiment. The analysis provided a test of the hypothesis that each sample is drawn from the same underlying probability distribution against the alternative hypothesis that underlying probability distributions are not the same for all samples.

Even though the sample size is n = 4 on each in 1 of the 5 trials for each experimental group, the lowest reading for normal breathing and the highest reading for normal breathing for RR interval and for HR were taken as was the case for the expire-hold and the inspire-hold treatment groups. Thus, for each trial 4 data points (2 RR interval data points + 2 HR data points) for normal breathing (control) were compared to 4 data points for the treatment groups (2 RR interval data points + 2 HR data points). A total of 8 data points for each trial multiplied by 5 trials a day equals 40 data points multiplied by 5 replicates equals 200 data points per subject per treatment group compared statistically. The grand total of data points compared statistically for this experiment is 200 data points per subject per treatment group multiplied by 4 subjects equals 800 data points multiplied by 4 experimental groups (1 normal breathing vs. expire-hold and 1 normal breathing vs. inspire-hold) equals 3,200 data points compared statistically.

**Discussion**

Figures 1,4,7,10,13,16,19 and 22 depict the pulse (Electrocardiogram [ECG] tracing), air flow, lung volumes, and heart rate as displayed on the IXTA Main window during the Inspire-Hold treatments and during the Expire-Hold treatments for all 4 subjects who participated in this study. Each of the 4 channels i.e. pulse, air flow, lung volumes, and heart rate in all these figures show very clear and clean tracings of each respective activity being recorded in each channel which is indicative of subjects who were well trained to relax and breathe normally through the spirometer flow-head and to perform the maximum inspiration and hold treatment as well as the maximum expiration and hold treatment. This is important in order to obtain data that are consistent among the 4 subjects. It minimizes variability between subjects that is due to differences among subjects in performing the activities within the treatments in the study thereby isolating the true effects of the treatments being measured.

During normal inspiration and expiration HR does indeed increase and decrease respectively, a phenomenon known as Respiratory Sinus Arrhythmia (RSA), which has been amply demonstrated by many articles [14-16]. In these articles the importance of RSA is underscored by its relationship to a variety of human conditions, diseases, or pathology including the association of RSA as a psychophysiological index of emotional regulation in substance use disorder [14]; the association of RSA as a non-invasive index of ‘brain-heart’ interaction in stress [15]; and RSA as a predictor of restricted repetitive behaviors which are a key diagnostic feature of autism spectrum disorder [16]. It cannot be overstated how critical it is to understand the phenomenon that is RSA.

In this study we wanted to accentuate the conditions under which heart rate increases and decreases during RSA by having subjects maximally expire and inspire then hold breath for 15 seconds. We wanted to determine if the key feature of RSA, variation of HR with respiration i.e. increase during inspiration and decrease during expiration, is in fact also accentuated when the conditions under which RSA occurs are accentuated or exaggerated. Indeed RSA was amplified but only during maximum inspiration (during maximum expiration HR was also increased instead of decreasing as in regular expiration) and this is well demonstrated in Figures 2,5,8,14 and 23 in which a significant difference was observed in the highest RR interval attained across all subjects during normal breathing versus expire-hold and normal breathing versus inspire-hold treatments. P values for this comparison ranged from P < 0.05 to P < 0.0000001. All Inspire-Hold treatments in all 4 subjects showed a significant decrease when the RR interval was compared to the Normal Breathing RR interval as indicated by P values ranging from P < 0.05 to P < 0.0000001. Only Figures 11 and 17 did not show a statistically significant decrease when the Expire-Hold RR interval was compared to the Normal Breathing RR interval; P < 0.3 and P < 0.5 respectively. This observation may have been due to occasional spikes in the RR interval that occurred in the IXTA data acquisition system even despite that subjects performed experimental procedures relatively well. The Expire-Hold treatments could have been prone to these spikes probably because it is more uncomfortable to hold one’s breath after maximum expiration compared to holding breath after maximum inspiration even in well trained subjects.

Because it is not feasible to isolate the physical effects of thoracic pressure on HR; we allowed the participants to maximally inspire or expire then hold their breath for 15 seconds which maximized the effects of low and high thoracic pressure, respectively. Denver et al. [17] questioned estimation of RSA by manipulating respiration frequency but with the multitude of factors influencing HR, manipulation of breathing cycle maybe the only way to determine the effect of respiration on RSA. For a long time, it has been deemed important to correct RSA for respiratory influences [18], yet there has been a paucity of research in this area [19].

Similar effects were observed with heart rate. A comparison in HR during normal breathing versus expire-hold and normal breathing versus inspire-hold treatments demonstrated a significant difference in the maximum HR attained as indicated in Figures 3,6,9,15,21 and 24 where P values ranged from P < 0.02 to P < 0.0000001. All Inspire-Hold treatments in all 4 subjects showed a significant increase when the HR was compared to the Normal Breathing HR as indicated by P values ranging from P < 0.02 to P < 0.0000001. Only (Figures 12 and 18) did not show a statistically significant increase when the Expire-Hold HR was compared to the Normal Breathing HR; P < 0.7 and P < 0.6 respectively. This observation may have been due to occasional spikes in HR that occurred in the IXTA data acquisition system even despite that...
subjects performed experimental procedures relatively well. The Expire-Hold treatments could have been prone to these spikes probably because it is more uncomfortable to hold one’s breath after maximum expiration compared to holding breath after maximum inspiration even in well trained subjects.

Many studies have indicated that the RR Interval is shortened during inspiration (higher HR) and lengthened during expiration (lower HR) [2-19]. By virtue of the location of the heart in the thoracic cavity, surely the ability of the heart to expand during ventricular filling and contract during ventricular emptying (and thus RR Interval and consequently HR) must be subject to the alternating sub-atmospheric pressure (during inspiration) and supra-atmospheric pressure (during expiration). Exaggerating conditions during RSA amplifies this effect as we demonstrated in this study but only during maximum inspiration, during maximum expiration HR also increased instead of decreasing like it normally does during regular expiration.

It is very well established that the sinoatrial node (SA node) is the dominant pacemaker of the heart and regulates the frequency of heartbeat [20] and this was established a very long time ago [21]. Indeed, the sinoatrial node (SA node) sets the heart’s beating rhythm and pace but when a person starts intense physical activity, automatically the heart beats faster to provide more blood to the active muscles. However, one does not fail to attribute the faster heart rate to the intense physical activity just because it is the SA node that sets the beating rhythm and pace of the heart. In similar fashion and reasoning we have designed our study to investigate the effects of breathing pattern manipulations on RSA. Bouairi and coworkers [22] stated that RSA in humans and in animals is mediated almost entirely through changes in parasympathetic cardiac vagal tone and this has been reported by many other studies [23-27]. While fully cognizant of the fact that RSA is controlled by cardiac vagal tone, we wanted to investigate what happens to RSA when a person takes maximum inspiration and holds for 15 seconds and similarly when a person expires maximally and holds for 15 seconds. Even though RSA is controlled by cardiac vagal tone, there are physiological and/or physical factors that would influence the brainstem’s parasympathetic control of RSA. Indeed, we found that the normal RSA observations where HR increases during inspiration and decreases during expiration were not fully observed in our study in that HR increased significantly during maximum expiration held for 15 seconds. We certainly feel that this is a novel and in fact exciting observation and we have put forward some plausible explanations for this observation.

Our study demonstrated that indeed the RR Interval is significantly shortened during sustained maximum inspiration resulting in higher HR compared to normal breathing RR interval with lower HR. This is in agreement with our first hypothesis about sustained inspiration resulting in shorter RR intervals hence higher HR. However, we did not observe longer RR Intervals during sustained maximum expiration as expected based on our second hypothesis for sustained expiration. In fact, we observed significantly shorter RR intervals hence higher HR during maximum expiration which was the exact opposite of our second hypothesis. This may be because HR is influenced more by the amount of blood that is returned to the heart following the principles of Frank-Starling Law of the heart which states that during systole, the heart pumps out the volume of blood returned to it during diastole [13-29] rather than the mere physical mechanics of sub-atmospheric thoracic pressure during inspiration and supra-atmospheric thoracic pressure during expiration directly on the heart itself.

That is, the more stretching that occurs to the myocardium during ventricular filling, the greater the pressure generated by the heart, and thus the greater the stroke volume. Simply put; the heart beats faster when more blood is returned to it as the higher thoracic pressure during maximum expiration compresses the venae cavae and the pulmonary veins causing more blood to be deposited into the atria. Furthermore, this may be a survival mechanism in which the body attempts to provide more O2 to the cells by pumping more blood from the heart during expiration, a time when the body is not taking in more O2. This suggests that during the cardiac cycle there are more urgent matters to be addressed than the mere direct physical mechanics of intra-thoracic pressure on the heart during the respiratory cycle.

Results: (Figures 1-24).

![Figure 1: Subject 1 (43 Year-old, Male) – Inspire-Hold Treatment.](image-url)
Figure 2: Subject 1 Normal Breathing RR Interval vs. Inspire-Hold RR Interval (NBRRHigh = longest Normal Breathing RR Interval; IHRRHigh = longest Inspire-Hold RR Interval).

Figure 3: Subject 1 Normal Breathing Heart Rate vs. Inspire-Hold Heart Rate (NBMaxHR = Normal Breathing Maximum Heart Rate; IHMaxHR = Inspire-Hold Maximum Heart Rate; NBMeanHR = Normal Breathing Mean Heart Rate; IHMeanHR = Inspire-Hold Mean Heart Rate).

Figure 4: Subject 1 (43 Year-old, Male) – Expire-Hold Treatment.
Figure 5: Subject 1 Normal Breathing RR Interval vs. Expire-Hold RR Interval (NBRRHigh = longest Normal Breathing RR Interval; EHRRHigh = longest Expire-Hold RR Interval).

Figure 6: Subject 1 Normal Breathing Heart Rate vs. Expire-Hold Heart Rate (NBMaxHR = Normal Breathing Maximum Heart Rate; EHMaxHR = Expire-Hold Maximum Heart Rate; NBMeanHR = Normal Breathing Mean Heart Rate; EHMeanHR = Expire-Hold Mean Heart Rate).

Figure 7: Subject 2 (26 Year-old, Male) – Inspire-Hold Treatment.
Figure 8: Subject 2 Normal Breathing RR Interval vs. Inspire-Hold RR Interval (NBRRHigh = longest Normal Breathing RR Interval; IHRRHigh = longest Inspire-Hold RR Interval).

Figure 9: Subject 2 Normal Breathing Heart Rate vs. Inspire-Hold Heart Rate (NBMaxHR = Normal Breathing Maximum Heart Rate; IHMaxHR = Inspire-Hold Maximum Heart Rate; NBMeanHR = Normal Breathing Mean Heart Rate; IHMeanHR = Inspire-Hold Mean Heart Rate).

Figure 10: Subject 2 (26 Year-old, Male) – Expire-Hold Treatment.
Figure 11: Subject 2 Normal Breathing RR Interval vs. Expire-Hold RR Interval (NBRRHigh = longest Normal Breathing RR Interval; EHRRHigh = longest Expire-Hold RR Interval).

Figure 12: Subject 2 Normal Breathing Heart Rate vs. Expire-Hold Heart Rate (NBMaxHR = Normal Breathing Maximum Heart Rate; EHMaxHR = Expire-Hold Maximum Heart Rate; NBMeanHR = Normal Breathing Mean Heart Rate; EHMeanHR = Expire-Hold Mean Heart Rate).

Figure 13: Subject 3 (26 Year-old, Female) – Inspire-Hold Treatment.
Figure 14: Subject 3 Normal Breathing RR Interval vs. Inspire-Hold RR Interval (NBRRHigh = longest Normal Breathing RR Interval; IHRRHigh = longest Inspire-Hold RR Interval).

Figure 15: Subject 2 Normal Breathing Heart Rate vs. Expire-Hold Heart Rate (NBMaxHR = Normal Breathing Maximum Heart Rate; EHMaxHR = Expire-Hold Maximum Heart Rate; NBMeanHR = Normal Breathing Mean Heart Rate; EHMeanHR = Expire-Hold Mean Heart Rate).

Figure 16: Subject 3 (26 Year-old, Female) – Expire-Hold Treatment.
Figure 17: Subject 3 Normal Breathing RR Interval vs. Expire-Hold RR Interval (NBRRH {high} = longest Normal Breathing RR Interval; EHRRH {high} = longest Expire-Hold RR Interval).

Figure 18: Subject 3 Normal Breathing Heart Rate vs. Expire-Hold Heart Rate (NBM {ax}HR = Normal Breathing Maximum Heart Rate; EHMaxHR = Expire-Hold Maximum Heart Rate; NBM {ea}nHR = Normal Breathing Mean Heart Rate; EHM {ea}nHR = Expire-Hold Mean Heart Rate).

Figure 19: Subject 4 (23 Year-old, Female) – Inspire-Hold Treatment.
Figure 20: Subject 4 Normal Breathing RR Interval vs. Inspire-Hold RR Interval (NBRRHigh = longest Normal Breathing RR Interval; IHRRHigh = longest Inspire-Hold RR Interval).

Figure 21: Subject 4 Normal Breathing Heart Rate vs. Inspire-Hold Heart Rate (NBMaxHR = Normal Breathing Maximum Heart Rate; IHMaxHR = Inspire-Hold Maximum Heart Rate; NBMeanHR = Normal Breathing Mean Heart Rate; IHMeanHR = Inspire-Hold Mean Heart Rate).

Figure 22: Subject 4 (23 Year-old, Female) – Expire-Hold Treatment.
Conclusion

This study confirmed that sustained maximum inspiration held for at least 15 seconds does indeed shorten the RR Interval which results in higher HR compared to normal breathing inspiration which confirms our first hypothesis. We observed the opposite results contrary to our second hypothesis for sustained maximum expiration held for at least 15 seconds where the RR interval was in fact shortened resulting in faster HR compared to expiration during normal breathing. Contrary to observations during normal breathing expiration and our second hypothesis, maximum expiration sustained for 15 seconds shortened the RR Interval thus also resulting in higher HR which was similar to results observed during sustained maximum inspiration. This is exactly opposite to what is observed during normal breathing expiration. Further studies of sustained maximum expiration are required to determine possible reasons behind this observation.

Figure 23: Subject 4 Normal Breathing RR Interval vs. Expire-Hold RR Interval (NBRRHigh = longest Normal Breathing RR Interval; EHRRHigh = longest Expire-Hold RR Interval).

Figure 24: Subject 4 Normal Breathing Heart Rate vs. Expire-Hold Heart Rate (NBMaxHR = Normal Breathing Maximum Heart Rate; EMaxHR = Expire-Hold Maximum Heart Rate; NBMeanHR = Normal Breathing Mean Heart Rate; EMeanHR = Expire-Hold Mean Heart Rate).
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